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the Australian Centre for Geomechanics realises the importance 
of clearly identifying industry needs and research capabilities so 
that strategic themes can be developed and priorities agreed 
with companies that will fund research projects. the minerals 
industry continues to demonstrate its confidence in the quality 
of collaborative research projects facilitated by the ACG.

mine seismiCity AnD roCkBurst risk 
mAnAGement
our leading research project continues to advance the 
responsible application of seismic monitoring systems in 
Australian and international mines 
and deliver strategies to quantify and 
mitigate the risk of mine seismicity 
and rockbursting. During 2006, 
phase iii of the project commenced 
and the team was pleased to have 
gained the support of 19 sponsors.

hiGh resolution seismiC 
monitorinG in open pit mines
in 2005 the ACG commenced a new research project into the 
intricate processes of slope failure in open pit mines in Australia. 
the project seeks to assist operations to minimise the financial 
and safety risks associated with potentially catastrophic slope 
failures by detecting and analysing the early microseismic 
warning emitted by the failing rock.

hAnDBook on mine fill
future land use considerations and evolving community attitudes 
demand that industry comprehensively explores the use of fill, 
particularly fill generated from mining waste in a diverse range 

highlights 2005–2006

of underground and surface operations. with contributions 
from leading mine fill experts, the ACG launched this 179 page 
hardbound book in march 2005.

pAste AnD thiCkeneD tAilinGs  
– A GuiDe (seConD eDition)

with sponsorship and contributions from industry practitioners 

from throughout the world, the ACG launched this hardbound 

publication at paste06 in ireland in April 2006. 

trAnsfer of teChniCAl knowleDGe

the ACG’s geomechanics training and education platform 

provides a solid base for the transfer of technological 

developments and practices based on knowledge gathered 

from local and international sources. more than 1250 mining 

personnel attended ACG events during 2005 and 2006.

sixth internAtionAl symposium on roCkBurst 
AnD seismiCity in mines

more than 150 delegates explored the latest advancements in 

seismic hazard and risk management, mine design and rockburst 

damage and support. the staging of rasim6 was particularly timely 

for western Australia, with mine seismicity and rockbursting 

becoming an increasingly widespread industry problem.

seConD internAtionAl 
seminAr on strAteGiC 
Versus tACtiCAl 
ApproAChes in mininG

mining presents significant risks 

related to uncertainties, but 

potentially extraordinary rewards 

to stakeholders. strategic versus 

tactical 2006 provided a forum for over 120 mining professionals 

to reflect on and exchange their perceptions on how strategic 

thinking and planning processes are handled by different mining 

organisations, from global mining houses to small consultancies. 

first internAtionAl seminAr on mine Closure

one of the greatest challenges facing the global mining industry 

is the issue of economic and socially acceptable closure of mine 

sites. the ACG, in collaboration with the Centre for land 

rehabilitation, the university of western Australia, was pleased 

to attract more than 310 delegates to mine Closure 2006.

the Australian Centre for Geomechanics – marty hudyma, 
project leader – mine seismicity and rockburst risk 
management – phases i and ii; Christine neskudla, business 
manager; yves potvin, director, Josephine ruddle, marketing 
manager; Andy fourie, principal – environmental geomechanics; 
and Jill hollinshead, events and administration

| fACilitAtinG CoorDinAteD 

reseArCh, teChnoloGy 

trAnsfer AnD improVeD 
eDuCAtion AnD 

trAininG in the 

GeomeChAniCs DisCiplines
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the ACG continues to 
establish a strong and 
growing presence which 
assists the international 
mining industry to achieve 
safety, productivity and 
environmental improve
ments in all areas covered by 
the geomechanics discipline.

Collaboration and continued 
focus on satisfying stake
holder expectations has 
ensured ongoing support in 
all core activity areas:

> research focussed on addressing the agreed needs of the 
mining industry;

> technical transfer of knowledge to related disciplines; and

> ongoing professional development of practitioners in the 
geomechanics disciplines.

the ACG has established an international reputation for 
facilitating symposia, seminars and workshops that help  
identify and share industry best practice. the resulting high 
quality proceedings, workbooks and definitive texts are in 
strong demand.

for each of the past six years the ACG has coordinated at 
least one major international event. 2007 has the challenge of 
three such events: the 10th international seminar on paste and 
thickened tailings, the 2007 international symposium on rock 
slope stability in open pit mining and Civil engineering, and the 
4th international seminar on Deep and high stress mining, in 
addition to an already comprehensive programme of industry 
focussed courses and workshops.

this exciting programme is only possible due to the consistent 
efforts of the ACG director, yves potvin, and his dedicated and 
enthusiastic staff. their efforts are greatly appreciated by all 
who have any association with the ACG. 

the sustained growth in the resource sector has continued 
to stretch the existing pool of industry practitioners in 
the geomechanics area. A strong commitment to ongoing 
professional development is a proven way to attract and retain 
key professionals.

chairman’s foreword

it was encouraging to see a reemergence of the Ground 
Control Group of western Australia during 2005 and 2006.  
this independent and impartial body enables underground and 
open pit geotechnical engineers to meet, discuss and exchange 
ideas, techniques and experiences in a technical yet informal 
setting. the GCGwA is considered a valuable resource in 
providing feedback regarding current research activities and 
identifying new research concepts and ideas.

the ACG and its Joint Venture partners continue to address the 
challenges presented by open pits becoming larger and deeper 
(>500 m), and mechanised mines being developed to >1000 m 
below surface.

mine seismicity is an increasingly common occurrence in our 
efforts to exploit deeper reserves by underground hardrock 
mining methods.  the use of high resolution seismic monitoring 
in underground mines is now becoming common place. 
the ACG developed msrAp software is proving an effective 
tool in helping minesite staff to manage the myriad of data 
and respond more proactively to the hazards posed by mine 
seismicity and rockbursts.

the use of this technology in open pit applications is at its 
early stage with numerous worldwide trial installations.  early 
indications are that this enhanced slope monitoring capability 
may provide a useful tool to enable progressive slope design and 
minimise the financial and safety risks associated with potential 
slope failures. the early detection of slope movement will also 
allow for a tactical response to avoid or manage loss of slopes. 

in 2005, Csiro exploration and mining, led by research 
director John read, launched the international large open pit 
project. this project is aimed at reassessing the fundamentals 
of rockmass strength and slope failure mechanisms from first 
principles.  the research is supporting parallel streams that seek 
to bring into the public domain the outcomes of the research, 
together with all current knowledge about geotechnical data 
collection and manipulation, uncertainty analysis, slope stability 
analysis, and risk management via updated slope design and risk 
management guidelines.

mr Andrew Grubb 
chairman
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the western Australian school of mines (wAsm) rock 
mechanics research Group continues to maintain a strong 
presence with its ongoing worldclass research activities in the 
following areas:

> characterisation and reconciliation of rock structure, stress 
and strength;

> discontinuous rock mass analysis;

> optimised excavation design and sequence;

> static and dynamic testing of ground support systems; and

> advanced ground support technology.

During 2005, wAsm became a full member of CrC mining. 
As well as providing important funding, this move will further 
strengthen the necessary links between industry, research 
organisations and education and government institutions that 
are required to ensure effective research outcomes.

i have the privilege of serving on a board which has an effective 
blend of university and research providers and industry 
representatives. it was pleasing to welcome the following new 
members to the board during the past two years: John shipp, 
past regional vice president of Barrick Gold of Australia; and ian 
suckling, director mining, newmont Asia pacific, and Associate 
professor Graeme wright, Curtin university of technology. 
unfortunately, during this period we lost the services of John 
shipp and professor peter lilly due to other commitments. 
may i thank fellow board members for their ongoing efforts, 
involvement and support. 

the outlook for most sectors of the Australian mining industry 
appears buoyant. the ACG requires ongoing and sustained 
close collaboration with, and encouragement and financial 
backing from industry to make further advances in mine safety.

mr Andrew Grubb – chairman 
the mine seismicity and rockburst risk management team 
– paul harris, Daniel heal, yves potvin and michelle owen

paste07 will be held in perth in march 2007
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2005 and 2006 were strong 
years for the Australian 
Centre for Geomechanics. 
several important mile
stones were achieved and 
the Centre continued to 
grow in a sustainable way.

for the first time in its 13 
years of operation, the 
ACG realised an annual 
cash flow exceeding one 
million Australian dollars. 
the significance of this is that 

more industry personnel are learning about good geomechanics 
practices. mining professionals are purchasing more training 
materials and reference books, and they are investing more 
into our worldclass research projects. the impact has been 
noticeable with the Australian mining industry which is now at 
the forefront of best geomechanics practice and research.

for more than five years, the core research area at the ACG 
has been mine seismicity.  phase two of our well known mine 
seismicity and rockburst research project (msrrp) was 
completed in 2005. perhaps the most significant indicator of 
the outstanding success of this project is the renewal of the 
industry funding for a further three years. the third phase of the 
programme commenced in 2006 with a budget exceeding one 
million Australian dollars. the main deliverable of the initial two 
phases was  the mine seismicity risk Assessment programme 
(msrAp) software, which is currently being used as a tool to 
manage seismic risk by fifteen Australian and two Canadian 
mines. Another significant contribution of the project is the 
development of “homegrown” mine seismicity specialists. 
Dr John Albrecht, the latest phD student to graduate from the 
msrrm programme, is to be congratulated.

During 2006 the ACG research project “high resolution seismic 
monitoring in open pit mines” completed its second year of 
work. progress has been slower than expected due mainly to 
unforeseen delays in the installation of monitoring equipment at 
sponsors’ sites. however, the data collected from Bhp nickel 
west’s mount keith operation has provided a strong indication 
of the exceptional potential of applying seismic monitoring to 
manage open pit slope stability.

providing geomechanics practitioners with better tools to 
implement best practices in their mines is an increasing focus 
of the ACG. for many years, there was a wellknown gap in 
the “tool box” of the industry: a reference manual on mine 
fill. it took over two years of sustained effort from the ACG to 
produce the landmark reference “handbook on mine fill”. many 
authors have donated their precious time to write the eleven 
chapters of this long awaited handbook and the contributions of 
the core team of authors: tony Grice, Angus henderson, kugan 
kuganathan, Adrian lang, ed thomas, as well as many other 
collaborators are kindly acknowledged.

the Centre has continued its development of training videos/
DVDs with the release of “reading the Ground”, a production 
designed to enable underground metal mining personnel to 
identify rockfall hazards.

since 2000, the ACG has organised an annual international event. 
in 2005, the Centre hosted the 6th international symposium on 
rockburst and seismicity in mines (rasim6). the symposium 
attracted more than 150 attendees from 16 countries. the 
rasim6 proceedings were produced inhouse by the ACG and 
contain 78 fully refereed papers of international calibre. this is a 
valuable source of recent technical reference worldwide in this 
important area of geomechanics. 

the ACG was also delighted to host the 2nd international 
seminar on strategic Versus tactical Approaches in mining 
in march 2006, which attracted more than 120 local and 
international mining professionals.

the main growth area for the Centre is environmental 
geomechanics and tailings, and this has been made possible with 
the addition of professor Andy fourie to our team. in his first 
year with the Centre, Andy coedited the handbook on mine fill 
with yves potvin and ed thomas, and the “paste and thickened 
tailings – A Guide (second edition)” in collaboration with 
ACG’s former director, now senior consultant, richard Jewell. 
Andy has also developed a successful new course on stockpiles 
and rockdumps, as well as providing multiple onsite training 
courses at sponsors’ sites. Andy chaired the very successful 
“first international seminar on mine Closure” that was held in 
perth in march 2006, attracting more than 310 attendees.

director’s report 

professor yves potvin 
director
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the ACG secured the rights to produce the proceedings of 
the very successful annual series of international seminars on 
paste and thickened tailings. During 2005–2006 we published 
the hardbound proceedings of the “8th international seminar 
on paste and thickened tailings”, santiago, Chile, and the 
“9th international seminar on paste and thickened tailings”, 
limerick, ireland.

the Australian Centre for Geomechanics is now a well
established institution very active internationally with 
strong expertise in underground mining and environmental 
geomechanics. the focus in the near future will be to continue 
our growth in the environmental geomechanics area, whilst the 
longterm goal will be to expand our foundation of expertise by 
creating a new expert position focussing on open pit mining.

professor yves potvin – director

 

mine Closure 2006 explored one of the biggest challenges facing 
industry: the issue of the economic and socially acceptable 
closure of mine sites

the ACG provides industry with an excellent source of 
geomechnical knowledge through our event proceedings
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in January 2002, phase ii of the mine seismicity and rockburst 
risk management project (msrrm) commenced at the 
Australian Centre for Geomechanics.  phase ii focussed on  the 
development of the mine seismicity risk Analysis programme 
(msrAp) and was completed in December 2005.  the main 
project objectives were:

> maximise the use of seismic monitoring data for 
understanding seismicity in mines.

> Develop a quasirealtime seismic hazard map.

> perform seismic risk analyses.

By the end of phase ii, msrAp was being used in 15 Australian 
and 2 Canadian mines.

rockburst risk is the product of three probability terms 
incorporating the following key factors:

> seismic hazard is the probability of initiation of a seismic 
source to produce a certain magnitude event.  

> excavation vulnerability potential (eVp) is the probability 
of damage occurring at each excavation site of interest and 
involves local site characteristics and the proximity of the 
seismic hazard.

> workforce exposure is the probability and degree of 
exposure of elements at risk.

the seismic hazard scale (shs) can be used to estimate dynamic 
loading of excavations in terms of the peak particle velocities 
(ppV).  Combining ppV with eVp provides a measure of the rock 
damage potential (rDp) of the excavation.  phase ii produced 
detailed methodologies for quantitatively describing each of the 
three key terms; seismic hazard, excavation vulnerability and 
workforce exposure in order to complete an assessment of 
rockburst risk in the workplace.

Currently msrAp produces maps of seismic hazard (figure 1) 
while future versions will incorporate eVp (figure 2) and 
exposure measures to move closer to the goal of realtime 
seismic risk mapping.  

ACknowleDGements
funding for this project was through the mine seismicity and 
rockburst risk management research project at the Australian 
Centre for Geomechanics.  phase ii of this research project was 
financially supported by:

> Agnicoeagle mines ltd

> Barrick Gold of Australia ltd

> Bhp Billiton nickel west

> Gold fields Australia pty ltd

> harmony Gold Australia ltd 

> independence Gold lightning nickel

> kalgoorlie Consolidated Gold mines pty ltd

> lionore Australia pty ltd

> minerals and energy research institute of western Australia

> perilya mines nl

> placer Dome Asia pacific

mine seismicity and rockburst  
risk management – phase ii

the seismic hazard mapping technique in msrAp provides a 
significant step forward for seismic data analysis in mines
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A number of individuals played a significant role in this project:

> Chris langille was involved in the initial data collection for 
the excavation vulnerability potential index.

> Adrian mikula developed a neural network on the 
mine seismicity survey data and developed the seishaz 
programme.

> Brad simser provided a number of high quality rockburst 
case histories for the excavation vulnerability potential index.

individuals at sponsor mine sites also provided their time, data, 
constructive comments, and inspiration.  Alphabetically, these 
people are: Don Barrett, richard Butcher, Dianmin Chen, Jim 
Coxon, Graeme Crone, David finn, David Gaudreau, odwyn 
Jones, emma kinnersly, ronald lachenicht, peter mikula, Ben 
morin, ellen morton, John player, peter saunders, John slade, iain 

thin, Duncan tyler, francois Vezina, and mekoya wondrad. 

 

Daniel heal, project leader 
– phases ii and iii

As many operations mine 
deeper it is expected that the 
conditions conducive to mine 
seismicity and rockbursting 
will increase

figure 1 three dimensional mine plan plotting with msrAp, 
showing the location of seismic events, mine stopes and a mine 
fault. mine development is shown by far field ppV based on the 
seismic hazard associated with the seismic events

figure 2 eVp versus estimated ppV for 254 damage locations 
showing rockburst damage potential isolines compared to the 
rockburst Damage scale (rDs) (heal et al., 2006)
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the ACG research project 
entitled “high resolution 
seismic monitoring in open 
pit mines” continued into 
its second year during 2005 
and 2006.  this threeyear 
project is sponsored by 
Bhp Billiton nickel west, 
xstrata Zinc mount isa 
mines and the minerals and 
energy research institute of 
wA (meriwA), and aims 

to minimise the financial and safety risks associated with slope 
instability by detecting and analysing the early microseismic 
warning emitted by the rock.

microseismic monitoring has been used in underground mines 
for over 20 years. it is a well established and powerful technology 
that essentially captures the vibration signal emitted by rock 
mass failure.  high resolution seismic monitoring deploys a 
dense array of sensors resulting in high monitoring sensitivity.  
it can identify the location of fracture initiation with precision 
and has the potential to provide detailed information on the 
fracture processes and mechanisms.  to date, there has been 
no systematic study on the application of high resolution seismic 
monitoring to the problem of open pit slope stability and thus 
there is an opportunity to significantly enhance the capability to 

monitor pit slopes.  in addition to the early detection of deep
seated and/or surface instability, it has the potential to identify 
new stress induced slope failure mechanisms and enhance 
numerical modelling capabilities.

two research sites have been provided by the sponsors, namely 
Bhp Billiton nickel west’s mt keith operation in western 
Australia and xstrata Zinc’s Black star open Cut at mt isa in 
Queensland.  At mt keith the project took the form of initial 
trials to establish the optimum monitoring location, while Black 
star opted for a full high resolution array from the outset.

mt keith is progressing with the trials and data collected from 
trial array, consisting of six uniaxial geophones installed in three, 
approximately 200 m deep drillholes, was encouraging and 
demonstrates that significant microseismic activity is associated 
with open pit walls, even at modest depths. significant 
differences between the characteristics of the seismicity when 
compared with underground data were also found. these 
characteristics will be the subject of further research once the 
full high resolution array swings into action.

Black star open Cut later joined the project and has not 
yet installed their high resolution seismic array.  hardware is 
onsite and drilling for sensor installation was completed in 
february 2007.

the Black star site offers a unique opportunity to monitor, from 
a stress/deformation perspective, the progression of the pit 
floor with depth and the interaction with underground voids.

the ACG acknowledges the financial support and inkind 
contributions made by the sponsors.

high resolution seismic  
monitoring in open pit mines

Gordon sweby, project leader

monitoring at Bhp Billiton nickel west’s mt keith operation. 
photographs courtesy of Bhp Billiton nickel west

| ADVAnCinG the 
unDerstAnDinG of

slope fAilure in 
open pit mines
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As mining practices and applications continue to rapidly evolve, 
operations need not only highly skilled and experienced workers 
but also require access to stateoftheart and highly relevant 
technology and information. one of the main objectives of 
the ACG is to provide specialist and advanced training and 
education for mining personnel and geotechnical practitioners 
in mining and environmental geomechanics. 

the continued success of the ACG’s further training and 
education programme is evident in the consistent high number 
of mining professionals that attend our events (see figure 1).

2005 eVents
mAnAGinG roCk Dumps AnD stoCkpiles
perth, western Australia, 26–27 may 2005

rAsim6 – sixth internAtionAl symposium on 
roCkBurst & seismiCity in mines
perth, western Australia, 9–11 march 2005

rasim6 was held in conjunction with the Ausimm’s 9th 
underground operators’ Conference (7–9 march 2005)

GrounD support in mininG
Brisbane, Queensland, 5–8 April 2005 

ADVAnCeD GeomeChAniCs seminAr series
A series of four 1day workshops.  

sirovision—3D mapping for open pit and underground Applications; 
numerical modelling and seismic monitoring; new Developments in 
Ground support and Case studies; and flAC3D

perth, western Australia, 2–5 August 2005

BlAstinG for stABle slopes
perth, western Australia, 6–7 october 2005

unDerGrounD mininG seminAr series
open stope mining Geomechanics and Caving Geomechanics

perth, western Australia, 25–28 october 2005

tAilinGs AnD pAste mAnAGement, AnD 
DeCommissioninG AnD wAter mAnAGement
perth, western Australia, 30 november – 2 December 2005

geomechanics education  
and training courses 

| DeliVerinG the lAtest 
teChnoloGies AnD 

informAtion
to the mininG workforCe
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2006 eVents
GeomeChAniCs reGulAtions, risks AnD 
liABilities
perth, western Australia, 7 march 2006

seConD internAtionAl seminAr on strAteGiC 
Versus tACtiCAl ApproAChes in mininG
perth, western Australia, 8–10 march 2006

GeoteChniCAl enGineerinG for open pit mines
perth, western Australia, 3–5 may 2006

DeVelopment AnD proDuCtion BlAstinG in 
unDerGrounD mines
perth, western Australia, 2–3 August 2006

prepArinG AnD implementinG A tAilinGs 
storAGe fACility operAtions mAnuAl
perth, western Australia, 11 september 2006

first internAtionAl seminAr on mine Closure
perth, western Australia, 13–15 september 2006

BlAstinG for stABle slopes
perth, western Australia, 5–6 october 2006

GrounD support in open pit AnD 
unDerGrounD mines
perth, western Australia, 31 october – 3 november 2006

GeosynthetiCs in mininG seminAr
perth, western Australia, 6–8 December 2006

on the horiZon
tenth internAtionAl seminAr on pAste AnD 
thiCkeneD tAilinGs
perth, western Australia, march 2007

initiated by the ACG, this annual event returns home after being 
held in countries such as south Africa, ireland, Chile and Canada. 
paste07 will explore the latest advances in the preparation, 
transportation and deposition of paste and thickened tailings 
(p&tt) that will be reinforced by current case studies, the 
seminar will also address the important part that p&tt plays in 
incremental rehabilitation and its impact on mine closure goals.

2007 internAtionAl symposium on roCk 
slope stABility in open pit mininG AnD CiVil 
enGineerinG (to Be helD  in ConJunCtion with 
the Ausimm’s sixth lArGe open pit mininG 
ConferenCe)
perth, western Australia, september 2007

Globally, open pits are being planned to significant depths, often 
beyond industry’s current experience and knowledge base. 
present understanding of the mechanisms of slope behaviour 
and failure, and methods of stability analysis for such slopes, is 
considered to be lacking. in an attempt to bring together the 
stateoftheart developments in these fields, as well as new 
research and developments, the ACG is pleased to host slope 
stability 07.

www.slopestability07.com

fourth internAtionAl seminAr on Deep AnD 
hiGh stress mininG
perth, western Australia, november 2007

As industry matures in many regions of the world, its future 
becomes increasingly dependant on its ability to exploit deep 
mineral resources safely and efficiently. As such, mining in a deep 
and high stress environment poses specific engineering challenges 
and, in some cases, elevated risks. this ACG seminar will provide 
industry with a forum to share its experiences and knowledge.

www.deepmining07.com

geomechanics education and training courses 
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first internAtionAl seminAr on the 
mAnAGement of roCk Dumps, stoCkpiles AnD 
heAp leACh pADs
perth, western Australia, march 2008

As mining practices result in deeper mines so does the need 
to effectively manage the resulting rock dumps, stockpiles and 
heap leach pads. rock Dumps 08 will explore slope failure, 
environmental and rehabilitation issues, landform modelling, 
acid mine drainage, geosynthetics and hydrological implications.

www.rockdumps08.com

first southern hemisphere internAtionAl 
roCk meChAniCs symposium
perth, western Australia, september 2008

following the model of the north American rock mechanics 
symposium, recently rebadged the Canadaus rock mechanics 
symposium, the ACG aims to create a similar forum in the 
southern hemisphere involving the very active south American, 
south African, Asian, new Zealand and Australian rock 
mechanics communities. the three main technical streams are 
mining rock mechanics, civil rock mechanics and fundamental 
rock mechanics.

www.shirms.com
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financial statement 2005–2006

BAlAnCe sheet As At 31 DeCemBer 2006

2006 
A$

2005 
A$

2004 
A$

Cash 795,260 357,145 336,185

receivables 11,021 28,427 26,920

total current assets 806,281 385,572 363,105

plant & equipment 80,600 77,915 60,566

total noncurrent assets 80,600 77,915 60,566

total assets 886,881 463,487 423,671

Creditors and borrowings 8,606 24,988 8,739

provisions (leave liabilities) 128,538 111,479 84,523

total current liabilities 137,144 136,467 93,262

net assets 749,737 327,020 330,409

shareholder’s equity

partner contributions 243,980 243,980 243,980

retained profits/acc (losses) 505,757 83,040 86,429

total shareholder’s equity 749,737 327,020 330,409

the balance sheet should be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes. 
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profit & loss for the yeAr enDeD 31 DeCemBer 2006

2006 
A$

2005 
A$

2004 
A$

income

Affiliate membership fees 60,545 57,000 67,000

sponsorship environmental position 100,000 100,000 0

project administration 63,154 54,026 58,553

project income – staff time 102,027 133,263 134,806

project income – reimbursements 21,813 20,483 0

Course fees and sponsorships 1,110,927 499,169 532,981

publications & training materials 141,664 131,046 80,762

publications sponsorships 39,000 45,067 15,000

Government grants 0 0 0

interest 0 4,357 3,051

profit on tradein of vehicle 0 0 168

uwA student & research allocation 65,921 36,585 41,663

industry funding student projects 46,860 10,000 10,000

total income 1,751,911 1,090,996 943,984

expenses

personnel 613,064 540,755 346,265

personnel – relocation expenses 0 25,012 0

provisions – personnel 128,538 111,479 84,523

office space incl. furniture 32,035 32,403 37,885

project related expenses 43,442 25,633 15,554

Courses, training and royalties 363,262 268,835 337,137

travel, conferences & mV allowances 21,657 15,306 13,980

operating overheads incl. printing 51,209 54,905 56,883

professional services 15,300 25,200 25,200

Depreciation 17,573 15,910 12,363

loss on tradein of vehicle 20,757 4,468 0

printing of books 33,759 38,506 33,803

student related expenses incl. 116,023 20,496 41,892

     student projects

total expenses 1,456,619 1,178,908 1,005,485

net profit (loss) 295,292 87,912 61,501

opening retained earnings 169,545 81,633 20,132

Closing retained earnings 125,747 169,545 81,633

the profit & loss account should be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes.
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financial statement 2005–2006

stAtement of CAshflows
year ended 31 December 2006

2006 
A$

2005 
A$

2004 
A$

Cash flow from operating activities

receipts from customers 1,748,833 1,086,416 951,890

payments to suppliers and employees –1,285,649 –1,032,086 –899,861

Government grants 0 0 0

interest received 0 4,357 3,051

net cash flows from/(used in) operating activities 463,184 58,687 55,080

Cash flows from investing activities 0 0 0

Acquisitions of plant & equipment –25,069 –37,727 –42,245

net cash flows from/(used in) investing activities –25,069 –37,727 –42,245

Cash flows from financing activities 

partners contributions 0 0 0

net cash flows from (used in) financing activities 0 0 0

net increase/(decrease) in cash held 438,115 20,960 12,835

Add: opening cash brought forward 357,145 336,185 323,350

Closing cash carried forward 795,260 357,145 336,185

 
the statement of cash flows should be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes. 
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notes to AnD forminG pArt of the finAnCiAl stAtements At 31 DeCemBer 2006

1 summary of significant Accounting policies

the financial statements have been prepared in accordance with the historical cost convention. Cost in relation to assets represents 
the cash amount paid or the fair value of the asset given in exchange.

the financial statements have been made out in accordance with applicable accounting standards.

the accounting policies adopted are consistent with those of the previous year unless otherwise specified.

(a) Depreciation

Depreciation is provided on a straight line basis on all tangible fixed assets, other than freehold land, at rates calculated to 
allocate their cost or valuation less estimated residual value, against the revenue derived over their estimated useful lives.

(b) income tax

tax effect accounting procedures are not applied as the Australian Centre for Geomechanics is a tax free research and 
education centre run on a not for profit basis.

(c) income recognition

Government grants are recorded as income when received.

membership fees are recognised as income in line with the membership period covered in the subscription.

(d) employee entitlements

provision is made for long service leave and annual leave estimated to be payable to employees on the basis of statutory and 
contractual requirements.  Vested entitlements are classified as current and noncurrent liabilities.  

the contributions made to superannuation funds by the entity are charged against profit.
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financial statement 2005–2006

notes to AnD forminG pArt of the finAnCiAl stAtements 
At 31 DeCemBer 2006 (continued)

2006 
A$

2005 
A$

2004 
A$

2 operating profit/(loss)

a. the operating profit/(loss) before income tax is arrived 
at after charging/(crediting) the following items

Depreciation – plant & equipment 17,573 15,910 12,363

provision for employee entitlements 128,538 111,479 84,523

b. included in the operating profit/ (loss) are the following 
items of operating revenue

Affiliate membership fees 60,545 57,000 67,000

industry funding environmental position 100,000 100,000 0

industry funding special projects 46,860 10,000 10,000

project administration and staff time 186,994 207,772 193,359

Course fees and sponsorships 1,110,927 499,169 532,981

publications and training materials 141,664 131,046 80,762

interest – other persons/corporations 0 4,357 3,051

profit on sale of vehicles 0 0 168

industry sponsorships for publications 39,000 45,067 15,000

uwA student and research allocation 65,921 36,585 41,663

total revenue 1,751,911 1,090,996 943,984

3 receivables

other debtors 11,021 28,427 26,920

partners receivables 0 0 0

total receivables 11,021 28,427 26,920

4 plant & equipment

At cost 176,097 170,217 142,872

provision for depreciation 95,497 92,302 82,306

total plant & equipment 80,600 77,915 60,566
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notes to AnD forminG pArt of the finAnCiAl stAtements 
At 31 DeCemBer 2006 (continued)

2006 
A$

2005 
A$

2004 
A$

5 Creditors & Borrowings (current)

trade creditors and accruals 8,606 24,988 8,739

6 provisions (current)

employee entitlements 128,538 111,479 84,523

7 partner Contributions

Csiro opening/closing balance 60,320 60,320 60,320

wA school of mines opening/closing balance 60,320 60,320 60,320

uwA Geomechanics opening/closing balance 60,520 60,520 60,520

uwA Geology 60,320 60,320 60,320

Dme* (now Doir) opening/closing balance 2,500 2,500 2,500
* contribution mainly provided inkind

total partner contributions 243,980 243,980 243,980

8 statement of Cash flows

reconcilitation of net profit/(loss) to the net cash flow 
from operations

net profit/(loss) 295,292 87,912 61,501

Changes in assets & liabilities

– other debtors 17,406 1,507 18,303

– trade creditors and accruals 16,382 16,249 1,560

– employee entitlements provision 128,538 111,479 84,523

Depreciation 17,573 15,910 12,363

loss on sale of vehicles 20,757 4,468 168

net cash flow from operating activities 463,184 58,687 55,080

we gratefully acknowledge the support of mr ian thorson – faculty Accountant, university of western Australia, who provided 
support in the preparation of the asset register.
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publications

the Australian Centre for Geomechanics provides industry 
with an excellent source of geomechanical knowledge through 
our event proceedings and research reports. in response to 
industry need for high quality, comprehensive and stateofthe
art information the ACG now produces peer and technically 
reviewed symposium and seminar proceedings.

During 2005–2006 the following international event 
proceedings were published by the ACG.

potvin, y. and hudyma, m. (2005) Controlling seismic risk. 
proceedings 6th international symposium on rockburst and 
seismicity in mines. Australian Centre for Geomechanics, isBn 
0975675613, perth, Australia, 9–11 march 2005, 464 pages.

Jewell, r.J. and Barrera, s. (2005) proceedings 8th international 
seminar on paste and thickened tailings. isBn 097567563
x, santiago, Chile, Australian Centre for Geomechanics, April 
2005, 421 pages.

potvin, y. (2006) proceedings 2nd international seminar on 
strategic Versus tactical Approaches in mining. Australian 
Centre for Geomechanics, perth, Australia, 8–10 march 2006, 
42 sections.

Jewell, r.J., lawson, s. and newman, p. (2006) proceedings 9th 
international seminar on paste and thickened tailings. limerick, 
ireland, Australian Centre for Geomechanics, isBn 09756756, 
5–6, April 2006, 443 pages.

fourie, A.B. and tibbet, m. (2006) proceedings 1st international 
seminar on mine Closure. Australian Centre for Geomechanics, 
isBn 0975675664, perth, Australia, 13–15 september 2006, 
844 pages. 

professor yVes potVin (DireCtor)
Books (editor)

potvin, y. and hudyma, m.r. (2005) Controlling seismic risk. 
proceedings 6th international symposium on rockburst and 
seismicity in mines. Australian Centre for Geomechanics, isBn 
0975675613, perth, Australia, 9–11 march 2005. 464 pages.

potvin, y., thomas, e. and fourie, A.B. (2005) handbook on 
mine fill, Australian Centre for Geomechanics, isBn 09756756
21, perth, Australia, 2005, 179 pages.

potvin, y. (2006) proceedings 2nd international seminar on 
strategic Versus tactical Approaches in mining. Australian 
Centre for Geomechanics, perth, Australia, 8–10 march 2006, 
42 sections.

Book chapter

potvin, y. (2005) Chapter 1. introduction. handbook on mine 
fill. ten Chapters, Australian Centre for Geomechanics, isBn 
0975675621, perth, Australia, 2005, pp. 1–10.

proceedings of conferences, symposia and seminars 

hudyma, m. and potvin y. (2005) Consequences of mining
induced seismicity in underground mechanised hardrock 
mines – result of a worldwide survey. 1st international 
seminar on strategic versus tactical Approaches in mining, the 
southern African institute of mining and metallurgy symposium 
series 40, isBn 1919783784, Johannesburg, south Africa, 
19–21 september 2005, pp. 241–268.

potvin, y.  and fourie, A. (2005) paste fill in Australia. proceedings 
Cim symposium 2005 – mines and the environment, rouyn
noranda, may 2005. (CD only).

Albrecht, J. and potvin, y. (2005) identifying the factors that 
Control rockburst Damage to underground excavations. 
proceedings 6th international symposium on rockburst and 
seismicity in mines. Australian Centre for Geomechanics, isBn 
0975675613, perth, Australia, 9–11 march 2005, pp. 519–528. 

potvin, y. and slade, n. (2006) Controlling extreme Ground 
Deformation: learning from four Australian Case studies. 
proceedings 3rd international seminar on Deep and high stress 
mining. Quebec City, Canada, 2–4 october 2006, section 33.

hudyma, m., potvin, y. and heal, D. (2006) the mine seismicity 
risk Analysis program (msrAp) transforming microseismic  
data into rock engineering knowledge. proceedings 3rd 
international seminar on Deep and high stress mining. Quebec 
City, Canada,  2–4 october 2006, section 29.

heal, D., potvin, y. and hudyma, m. (2006) evaluating rockburst 
Damage potential in underground mining. proceedings 41st 
u.s. symposium on rock mechanics (usrms). American rock 
mechanics Association (ArmA), ref. no. ArmA/usrms 061020. 
50 years of rock mechanics – landmarks and future Challenges. 
Golden, Colorado, usA, 17–21 June 2006. (CD only). 
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professor AnDy fourie (prinCipAl – 
enVironmentAl GeomeChAniCs)
Books (editor)

potvin, y., thomas, e. and fourie, A.B. (2005) handbook on 
mine fill. Australian Centre for Geomechanics, isBn 09756756
21, perth, Australia 2005, 179 pages.

Jewell, r.J. and fourie, A.B. (2006) paste and thickened tailings –  
A Guide (second edition). Australian Centre for Geomechanics, 
isBn 0975675648, perth, Australia, 2006, 242 pages.

fourie, A.B. and tibbet, m. (2006) proceedings 1st international 
seminar on mine Closure. Australian Centre for Geomechanics, 
isBn 0975675664, perth, Australia, 13–15 september 2006, 
844 pages. 

Book chapters

fourie, A.B., fahey, m., Davies, m. and lowson, r. (2006) material 
Characterisation (Chapter 4). paste and thickened tailings –  A 
Guide (second edition). r.J. Jewell and A.B. fourie (editors). 
Australian Centre for Geomechanics, isBn 0975675648, 
perth, Australia, 2006, pp. 41–55.

fourie, A.B., Bentel, G., williams, m.p.A. and mcphail, G. (2006) 
Above Ground Disposal (Chapter 9). paste and thickened 
tailings – A Guide (second edition). r.J. Jewell and A.B. fourie 
(editors). Australian Centre for Geomechanics, isBn 0
975675648, perth, Australia, 2006, pp. 147–163.

proceedings of conferences, symposia and seminars

heibaum, m., fourie, A.B., Girard, h., karunaratne, G.p., lafleur, J. 
and palmeira, e.m. (2006) hydraulic Applications of Geosynthetics. 
keynote lecture. 8th international Conference on Geosynthetics. 
yokohama, Japan, september 2006. Vol. 1, pp. 79–120.

fourie, A.B. and tibbet, m. (2006) minimising Closure 
Costs by integrating incremental rehabilitation into mining 
operations, proceedings 2nd international seminar on strategic 
Versus tactical Approaches in mining. Australian Centre for 
Geomechanics, perth, Australia, 8–10 march 2006, section 17.

fourie, A.B. (2006) liquefaction potential of surface Deposits of 
highDensity thickened tailings. proceedings 9th international 
seminar on paste and thickened tailings. isBn 0975675656, 
April 2006, limerick, ireland, pp. 107–116.

helinski, m., fourie, A.B. and fahey, m. (2006) mechanics of 
early Age Cemented paste Backfill. proceedings 9th international 
seminar on paste and thickened tailings. isBn 0975675656, 
April 2006, limerick, ireland, pp. 313–322.

fourie, A.B. (2006) harnessing the power: opportunities for 
electrokinetic Dewatering of mine tailings. Geotechnical news, 
June 2006, pp. 27–32.

mr mArty huDymA (proJeCt leADer)
Book (editor)

potvin, y. and hudyma, m.r. (2005) Controlling seismic risk. 
proceedings 6th international symposium on rockburst and 
seismicity in mines. Australian Centre for Geomechanics, isBn 
0975675613, perth, Australia, 9–11 march 2005. 464 pages.

proceedings of conferences, symposia and seminars 

heal, D., hudyma, m.r., langille, C., potvin, y., Butcher, r., Ball, 
r. and hartmann, B. (2005). insitu testing of Ground support 
performance under strong Dynamic loading. proceedings 6th 
international symposium on rockburst and seismicity in mines. 
y. potvin and m.r. hudyma (editors), perth, Australia, 9–11 
march 2005, pp. 85–94.

Chen, D., Gray, l. and hudyma, m.r. (2005) understanding 
mine seismicity. A way to reduce mining hazards at Barrick’s 
Darlot Gold mine. proceedings 6th international symposium on 
rockburst and seismicity in mines, y. potvin and m.r. hudyma 
(editors), perth, Australia, 9–11 march 2005, pp. 269–274.

heal, D., hudyma, m. and Vézina, f. (2005) seismic hazard at 
Agnicoeagle’s laronde mine using msrAp.  me/mo 2005, 
Cim maintenance engineering and mine operators Conference, 
Canadian institute of mining, sudbury, Canada, 20–24 february 
2005. (CD only).

mr DAniel heAl (ACG/uwA CiVil & resourCe 
enGineerinG phD stuDent AnD proJeCt leADer)
proceedings of conferences, symposia and seminars 

heal, D., hudyma, m., langille, C., potvin, y., Butcher, r., Ball, 
r. and hartmann, B. (2005) insitu testing of Ground support 
performance under strong Dynamic loading. proceedings 
6th international symposium on rockbursts and seismicity in 
mines. y. potvin and m.r. hudyma (editors), perth, Australia, 
9–11 march 2005, pp. 85–94.
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publications

heal, D., hudyma, m. and Vézina, f. (2005) seismic hazard at 
Agnicoeagle’s laronde mine using msrAp. me/mo 2005, 
Cim maintenance engineering and mine operators Conference, 
sudbury, Canada, 20–24 february 2005. (CD only).

heal, D. (2005) Dynamic resistant Ground support. section 5, 
mine seismicity workshop. Australian Centre for Geomechanics, 
perth, Australia, 8 march 2005. 

Vézina, f., heal, D. and hudyma, m. (2005) le système micro
séismique, un outil de prévention et d’aide à la conception. 
proceedings 20th Colloque de contrôle de terrain de l’AmQ. 
Association miniere du Quebec, Val D’or, Canada, 22–23 
march 2005. (CD only).

heal, D., potvin, y. and hudyma, m. (2006) evaluating rockburst 
Damage potential in underground mining. proceedings 41st 
u.s. symposium on rock mechanics (usrms). American rock 
mechanics Association (ArmA), ref. no. ArmA/usrms 06
1020, 19–21 June 2006, Golden, Colorado, usA. (CD only). 

hudyma, m., potvin, y. and heal, D. (2006) the mine seismicity 
risk Analysis program (msrAp) – transforming microseismic data 
into rock engineering knowledge. proceedings 3rd international 
seminar on Deep and high stress mining. 2–4 october 2006, 
laval university, Quebec City, Canada, section 29.

mr riChArD Jewell (senior ConsultAnt)
Books (editor)

Jewell, r.J. and Barrera, s. (2005) proceedings 8th international 
seminar on paste and thickened tailings. isBn 097567563
x, santiago, Chile, Australian Centre for Geomechanics, April 
2005, 421 pages.

Jewell, r.J. and fourie A.B. (2006) paste and thickened tailings – 
A Guide (second edition), Australian Centre for Geomechanics. 
isBn 0975675648, perth, Australia, 2006, 242 pages.

Jewell, r.J., lawson, s. and newman, p. (2006) proceedings 9th 
international seminar on paste and thickened tailings, limerick. 
ireland, Australian Centre for Geomechanics, isBn 09756756
56, April 2006, 443 pages.

Book chapters

Jewell, r.J. (2006) introduction (Chapter 1). paste and 
thickened tailings – A Guide (second edition). r.J. Jewell and 
A.B. fourie (editors). Australian Centre for Geomechanics, 
isBn 0975675648, perth, Australia, 2006, pp. 41–55.

Jewell, r.J. (2006) Case studies (Chapter 12). paste and 
thickened tailings – A Guide (second edition). r.J. Jewell and 
A.B. fourie (editors). Australian Centre for Geomechanics, 
isBn 0975675648, perth, Australia, 2006, pp. 147–163.

Dr John AlBreCht (ACG/uwA CiVil & resourCe 
enGineerinG phD stuDent)
proceedings of symposia

Albrecht, J. and potvin, y. (2005) identifying the factors that 
Control rockburst Damage to underground excavations. 
proceedings 6th international symposium on rockburst and 
seismicity in mines. Australian Centre for Geomechanics, isBn 
0975675613, perth, Australia, 9–11 march 2005, pp. 519–528. 
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CollABorAtinG with inDustry  

to DeVelop stAte-of-the-
Art trAininG AnD 

AwAreness mAteriAl
 for mine workers

recognising the vital importance of employee training and 
education to improve mine safety and production performance, 
the ACG’s training platform is designed to enhance the 
competency, knowledge and skill base of the mining workforce.

reADinG the GrounD
following on from the successful securing the Ground – a training 
DVD/video for underground mine workers, the ACG sought 
industry support to develop a new 
DVD/video entitled reading the 
Ground. the first video provided 
instructions on how to minimise 
the risk of rockfalls by employing 
techniques such as barring down 
and ground support. reading the 
Ground aims to help mine workers 
understand basic geomechanics 
principles, identify the risks and 
to implement the appropriate 
procedures to secure the ground. 
the reading the Ground DVD/video and accompanying training 
assessment materials were launched in early 2005. 

proJeCt sponsors
> AngloGold Ashanti Australia ltd

> newmont Australia

> placer Dome Asia pacific

> wmC resources ltd

> xstrata mount isa mines

hAnDBook on mine fill
in mid 2003, a group of mining 
professionals convened to 
initiate the development of a 
comprehensive guide on the state
oftheart mine backfill procedures. 
with industry support and input 
the publication explores the many 
different types of backfill and their 
specific function and engineering 
requirements that are intimately 
related to mining methods. for 

example, paste backfill is a recent addition to the suite of 
engineered backfills utilised to fill mining voids. it presents an 

advantage over traditional backfills such as slurry and rock in 
that a higher proportion of tailings are disposed underground. 
As the mining industry worldwide is being forced to consider the 
impact of its activities on the environment and the community, 
paste backfill may provide significant advantages by placing a 
large proportion of the tailings underground.

the book was launched at the ACG’s sixth international 
symposium on rockburst and seismicity held in perth in 
march 2005. 

Book sponsors
> CsA Cobar

> wmC resources ltd

pAste AnD thiCkeneD tAilinGs – A GuiDe 
(seConD eDition)
paste and thickened tailings (p&tt) has rapidly evolved and 
gained acceptance in industry primarily due to the advancement 
of its preparation and distribution methods. in 1999, 
approximately three to four mining operations were actively 
using p&tt. in 2006, more than 25 operations have embraced 
this technology worldwide. 

since march 2002, almost 1000 copies of the first edition of the 
ACG’s “paste and thickened tailings – A Guide” were distributed 
to the global mining industry. this book is considered by many 
to be the definitive reference on this technology. significant 
advances in technology have occurred since then, resulting in 
the need for a new, updated guide.

the new, revised second edition features two new chapters on 
slurry chemistry and reagents. it includes completely rewritten 
chapters on surface disposal, mine backfill and transport, the 
inclusion of filtering equipment for thickening and a number of 
new case studies. particular emphasis is placed on the relative 
costs of different solutions.

geomechanics training products
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the book remains a guidance 
and advice handbook aimed at 
providing industry personnel with 
the information that will assist them 
in evaluating the potential of the 
technique for their operations and 
to relate to and brief their design 
consultants. 

Book sponsors
level one

> Aran international pty ltd

> Dorroliver eimco

> lightnin Africa

> metago environmental engineers

> outokumpu technology

> pastethick Associates

> srk Consulting

level two

> AmC Consultants pty ltd

> AmeC earth & environmental

> Australian tailings Consultants

> Coffey mining

on the horiZon
tAilinGs – from ConCept 
to Closure 
Best practices for tailings 
disposal – A training DVD for 
owners and operators of tailings 
storage facilities

this new ACG training initiative 
aims to assist operators to recognise 
and react to the potential hazards 
involved in managing and operating 
a tailings storage facility.

proposed content includes:

> risk management and geotechnical issues in tailings 
disposal

> failure types – recognition of mechanisms

> operational issues that lead to instability problems

> recognising the importance of the water balance

> Best practice in tailings storage operation and management

proJeCt sponsors
> Barrick Gold of Australia ltd

> Bhp Billiton nickel west

> newmont Asia pacific

> rio tinto

> worsley Alumina

this training DVD is anticipated to be completed in July 2007. 

roCkBursts – unleAshinG the eArth’s enerGy
following the rockfall incident at the Beaconsfield mine in  April 
2006 in tasmania, Australia, and the associated global media 
attention, it has become evident that the phenomenon of 
rockburst and seismicity in mines is poorly understood by the 
general population and, more importantly, by a large portion of 
the mining community. Given that the future of the Australian 
mining industry lies in deep mines, it is important that industry 
remains proactive in educating its workforce and stakeholders 
on this increasingly important hazard.

geomechanics training products
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the ACG proposes to develop a stateoftheart training DVD 
that will explain, in novice terms, the phenomenon underlying 
mine seismicity and rockbursts in mines. underground 
mine workers will be equipped with essential knowledge to 
understand this hazard, including understanding the difference 
between natural seismicity and mine induced seismicity, what 
makes a mine seismically active, the precursors, and how to 
control seismic hazards.

proposed content includes:

> what is a seismic event?

> what is a rockburst?

> is there a precursor to large rockbursts?

> how to control the risk of rockburst?

proJeCt sponsors
> AngloGold Ashanti Australia ltd

> Barrick Gold of Australia ltd

> Beaconsfield mine Joint Venture

> Bhp Billiton nickel west

> independence Group lightning nickel pty ltd

> newmont Asia pacific

the DVD is anticipated to be completed in september 2007. 

ChAllenGes in Deep AnD hiGh stress mininG 
Book
in 2002, the ACG hosted the first international seminar on 
Deep and high stress mining. this seminar was the first in a 
series of seminars held in three countries with recognised deep 
and/or high stress mining conditions – Australia (2002), south 
Africa (2005) and Canada (2006). the ACG will release a 
hardbound publication featuring the highest quality papers from 
the three seminars at the 4th international seminar on Deep 
and high stress mining to be held in perth in november 2007.

CollABorAtinG orGAnisAtions
> laval university, Canada

> university of the witwatersrand, south Africa

the ACG’s training and further education 

tools would not have been developed if it 

were not for the support and encouragement 

of various mining companies, research 

organisations and industry suppliers. it is this 

collaborative approach that both consolidates 

and validates ACG’s role in the development 

of safety training tools and techniques. 

through this spirit of cooperation, the ACG 

continues to work with mining stakeholders 

and research organisations toward the 

common vision of creating a safer working 

environment within the Australian minerals 

industry.
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During 2005–2006, the Australian Centre for Geomechanics 
welcomed onboard Bhp Billiton Cannington pty ltd, GhD pty ltd, 
Golder Associates pty ltd and pt freeport indonesia as the newest 
members of the Corporate Affiliate programme. Corporate and 
technical affiliate members assist the ACG to provide research 
excellence, training and education in the geomechanics disciplines. 
these memberships are fundamental in alerting funding bodies 
of the need to support the Centre. Contributions by affiliates are 
used by the Centre to promote research excellence, education 
and training in geomechanics areas.

the ACG was delighted to have the following Corporate and 
technical Affiliate members for 2005–2006.

ACG membership

CorporAte AffiliAtes
AngloGold Ashanti Australia ltd

Argyle Diamond mines pty ltd

Barrick Gold of Australia ltd

Bhp Billiton Cannington pty ltd

Bhp Billiton iron ore pty ltd

Coffey mining pty ltd

GhD pty ltd

Golder Associates pty ltd

Gold fields ltd

kalgoorlie Consolidated Gold mines pty ltd

newmont Australia limited

pt freeport indonesia

rock engineering (Australia) pty ltd

srk Consulting 

teChniCAl AffiliAte
mr m. sandy (AmC Consultants pty ltd)
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management structure

industry partners Joint Venture partners

industry Board members JV partner representatives

Corporate Affiliate members
Csiro

Division of exploration 
and mining

Curtin university of technology
western Australian school 

of mines
Director

technical staff

Administrative staff

university of western Australia
Department of Civil and 
resource engineering – 
Geomechanics Group

Board of management

Centre Directorate 

AustrAliAn Centre for GeomeChAniCs  
BoArD of mAnAGement

the Australian Centre for Geomechanics Board of management comprises of an independent chairman, director of the Centre and 
industry and joint venture partner representatives. the Board meets up to four times a year to present strategic direction for the 
Centre, review and approve activities and operations and to provide counsel.

Chair (from industry)

mr Andrew Grubb

AngloGold Ashanti Australia ltd

Centre Director  
(nonvoting)

professor yves potvin

(Australian Centre for 
Geomechanics)

Dr steve harvey

(Csiro Dem)

professor peter lilly/Associate 
professor Graeme wright

(Curtin university of technology 
– wAsm)

professor mark Bush 

(the university of western 
Australia – Civil & resource 

engineering)

Joint Venture partner 
representatives (3)

mr mark Adams

(iluka resources ltd)

mr John shipp

(Barrick Gold of Australia ltd)

mr ian suckling

(newmont Australia ltd) 

industry representatives  
(up to 4)



PO Box 3296 – Broadway
Nedlands
Western Australia 6009
Phone + 61 8 6488 3300
Fax: + 61 8 6488 1130
acginfo@acg.uwa.edu.au

www.acg.uwa.edu.au
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